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Abstract
This paper tackles the under-explored problem of DOM tree element representation
learning. We advance the field of machine learning-based web automation and
hope to spur further research regarding this crucial area with two contributions.
First, we adapt several popular Graph-based Neural Network models and apply
them to embed elements in website DOM trees. Second, we present a largescale and realistic dataset of webpages. By providing this open-access resource,
we lower the entry barrier to this area of research. The dataset contains 51, 701
manually labeled product pages from 8, 175 real e-commerce websites. The pages
can be rendered entirely in a web browser and are suitable for computer vision
applications. This makes it substantially richer and more diverse than other datasets
proposed for element representation learning, classification and prediction on the
web. Finally, using our proposed dataset, we show that the embeddings produced
by a Graph Convolutional Neural Network outperform representations produced
by other state-of-the-art methods in a web element prediction task.

1

Introduction

Machine perception has seen impressive progress in the past few decades, through leaps in computer
vision (CV) and natural language processing (NLP). Despite the importance of the Web expanding
at a staggering pace, very little recent research has tackled machine perception of the World Wide
Web [21, 31, 32], in comparison to CV for the physical world and NLP for human language.
One application of increasing commercial interest is web automation. In the ever-growing e-commerce
landscape, enforcing uniform standards has proven to be an impractical approach to enabling automation. Many small and tedious tasks, like navigating various workflows (e.g., completing purchases
and closing pop-ups) and searching for information (how much a product costs, which forms need
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the model considered in this paper. The embedder component is a
graph neural network model that takes DOM elements along with their context and computes a
latent embedding z. The embedding is fed to a single-layer fully connected classifier. Our aim is to
compare the quality of different state of the art embedders by measuring their impact on the classifier.

filling, etc.), still require substantial user input and attention. Deep learning, however, could solve
these tasks while still operating over existing web interfaces.
In order to develop agents capable of assisting users in navigating and interacting efficiently with
the Internet, similar to agents controlling self-driving cars in the physical world, we need algorithms
that are able to construct representations of the virtual world that the Internet constitutes, make
predictions based on those, and, ultimately, take action. Our work aims to be a step in the direction of
achieving BART-like [18] pre-trained embedding models for webpages (a vision also mentioned in
[20]), and to ultimately facilitate self-driving Internet browsers. Access to powerful representations
of webpages is also bound to open the door to information retrieval applications, such as extracting
product information from arbitrary websites and detecting the state of or types of actions available to
an assistant feature (e.g., when completing a purchase for a user).
Given that e-commerce alone has become a multi-trillion dollar industry consisting of tens of millions
of websites worldwide, the progress of machine perception in this domain so far appears modest.
Relatively few papers published in recent years have addressed webpage representation learning,
content extraction, or element classification [20, 42, 25, 1, 38, 7, 26]. An additional few have
investigated the related topic of reinforcement learning over the web [10, 23, 15, 27]. Research in this
area currently faces two major hurdles. First, from the algorithmic perspective, the main difficulty
lies in extracting meaningful patterns from the high dimensional and vastly varying webpage designs.
Second, from a more practical perspective, there are very few datasets [12, 33] available to researchers
interested in this area, and these datasets do not exhibit the richness found in datasets collected from
the physical world, e.g., for computer vision and natural language processing applications.
We hope to generate a larger interest in this exciting and under-studied problem space, partly by
lowering the entry barriers to this research field. In particular:
• We adapt and apply six algorithms from the two most popular families of graph neural
networks (GNNs) applicable to a web element prediction task: recurrent GNNs (Tree Long
Short-Term Memory network based) and convolutional GNNs.
• We introduce the Product Page Dataset1 , which consists of 51, 701 manually labeled product
pages suitable for representation learning and element prediction, collected from 8, 175
different e-commerce websites. Further dataset details can be found in Section 5. We make
this dataset available to the research community to develop and test novel methods.
• We compare the methods to four state-of-the-art baselines for learning representations of
DOM trees on the task of webpage element prediction on our rich and realistic dataset.
Our experiments show that a 2-layer graph convolution network (GCN) model referred
to as GCN-Mean, inspired by GraphSage [11] and PinSage [37], outperforms the average
accuracy of the second-best model by 9.8 percentage points.
• We measure the effectiveness of incorporating the text present on the page in addition to the
computer-readable information structured into a DOM tree. We show that models using text
attain, on average, higher predictive accuracy; however, we also show that there are tasks for
which accuracy decreases when text is added as a feature.
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Available at https://github.com/klarna/product-page-dataset under the CC BY-NC-SA license.
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Problem Statement

In this work, we compare models for DOM tree element representation learning. We aim to bring us
one step closer to producing universal Web representations. The algorithms are trained on a diverse
set of labels in the Product Page Dataset, described in Section 5. In the evaluation phase, the trained
models are used to predict these labels on pages from unseen merchants. We believe that the methods
that show promise in our setting will generalize and be useful in other tasks, such as when training on
unseen e-commerce websites, other types of web pages, or even as action-state estimators for RL
agents operating over the Internet.
Two aspects of our experiment design help gauge the expressiveness of the trained representations.
First, we evaluate whether the algorithms are expressive enough to model varied types of elements,
by predicting nodes that pose different types of challenges. More concretely, information relevant for
the representation of one node of a DOM tree may be located at other nodes. Accounting for this
contextual information, contributes in different amounts to the performance in each prediction task.
Some elements are described mostly by local information, i.e., information present at the node, such
as the price elements, and the task is then similar in spirit to web data extraction. For other elements,
the semantic meaning is at least partly defined by contextual information spread across the DOM
tree. Two examples are the cart and buy buttons, whose meaning depends on the content of their
children. An even more telling example is the highly abstract subject node, defined here as the lowest
common ancestor of all other labeled nodes on the page. Second, we evaluate the methods’ ability to
generalize across web page templates by applying the representation learning GNNs to the diverse
Product Page Dataset.
Note that we do not train the models directly on the prediction task because the best way to formulate
the prediction loss function is non-trivial and a topic of ongoing research. Instead, as a proxy to the
prediction task, we train them on a classification task where the models are asked to classify a small
number of labeled and unlabeled nodes in each iteration.
Scope: In this paper, we do not explore computer-vision based approaches and, therefore, do not
consider web page screenshots. Representation learning approaches that combine information from
both screenshots and DOM trees are likely to achieve the highest performance. However, to the best
of our knowledge, no previous work has made an extensive comparison between page screenshots and
DOM trees in the context of representation learning. Due to recent promising research in DOM-based
representation learning [20, 41, 16], our current goal is to investigate the DOM tree’s potential and
to identify the most promising DOM-tree embedders. Nevertheless, our work is a stepping stone
towards comparing, and ultimately integrating, methods that use information from the DOM tree
and those that use the rendered page. Similarly, while prior work exists on specialized methods
for extracting product attributes from product pages [29, 22], here, we focus on the general task of
web representation learning and use element prediction as a means of evaluation and do not aim to
compete concerning the prediction of specific element types, e.g., the price. In practice, generic deep
learning methods such as ours would likely benefit substantially from incorporating the output of
specialized methods as features.

3

Related Work

In this section, we present the prior art relevant to embedding DOM tree nodes. We will both focus
on architectures designed specifically for this task and on GNNs, which can be adapted to tackle
DOM trees. In addition, we describe existing datasets relevant to our problem and their limitations.
3.1
3.1.1

Graph Neural Networks
Graph Convolutional Networks

Over the recent years, there has been an upsurge in papers about node classification on learning
low-dimensional representations with GCNs. GCNs have shown notable performance on social
network graphs [39, 6, 5], citation networks [43, 9], and biochemical graphs [6, 39, 24]. These
promising results from such a wide range of applications hint that GCNs could potentially be
applicable to the task of DOM-tree node embedding. The core idea behind GCNs is to aggregate
features within local node neighborhoods in an iterative fashion. This lets it leverage both graph
3

structure and feature information. To the best of our knowledge, the first embedding method for
graphs based on representation learning is DeepWalk [30]. DeepWalk constructs graph embeddings
using the SkipGram model [28] on nodes retrieved from truncated random walks. Some recent
papers have focused on making the GCN efficient for sizeable graphs with large node neighborhoods.
FastGCN [4] samples a predetermined number of nodes for each convolution layer. GraphSage [11]
uniformly samples a fixed number of neighbours around each node. PinSage [37] uses random walks
about local nodes to compute importance scores for a neighborhood sampling routine.
3.1.2

Tree Long Short-Term Memory networks

Another type of GNN is the Tree Long Short-Term Memory network (Tree-LSTM), which is based on
the LSTM [13] architecture that usually is applied to sequential data. Here we apply the sequential
LSTM in a top-down fashion on the path between the root and the target node. A similar top-down tree
method was proposed by [40]. In this paper, we also explore a method called Child-Sum Tree-LSTM
[34]. In the Child-Sum Tree-LSTM, a node is embedded by aggregating information from all of its
children. The Tree-LSTMs is a third variation of the LSTM methodology that we investigate; it is a
bidirectional [35, 7] approach that combines the ideas underlying the top-down and the bottom-up
approaches.
3.1.3

DOM tree specific embedders

There are also representation-learning methods that were designed specifically for DOM trees. For
instance, the RiSER [16] architecture was proposed in the context of classifying entire email DOM
trees into Hotel or Bill related emails. We did not include RISER in the experiments in our paper
since it is not naturally applicable to our task. RISER was designed for embedding entire DOM trees,
while we focused on embedding individual DOM elements.
Another DOM tree-based architecture, FreeDOM, was proposed in [20]. It has two stages of training
that incorporate local and global information, respectively. The first stage of FreeDOM can be viewed
as a local representation learning method that for each node in the DOM tree uses HTML markup
information and the text of its parent node as local features. The learned local representations are used
to perform an initial classification of the nodes. In the second stage, the method exploits distances
and similarities between first stage representations of node pairs to improve the classification.
Finally, the DOM-Q-Net method [15] builds representations of DOM elements that consist of both
local and global information. These representations are then used as a state and action estimator in a
reinforcement learning setting. In addition to considering discrete features, every element is related to
a goal, described by a natural language sentence, by measuring the cosine similarity between the text
within an element and the goal description. Our setting is quite different to the reinforcement learning
task for which DOM-Q-Net was designed. First, there is no concept of a goal in our problem. Also,
DOM-Q-Net is used on various types of pages for different types of tasks and therefore, including
global information in the representations is useful. In our experiments, we only use product pages, and
therefore it is unlikely that a global component would be helpful. Instead of directly implementing
this approach, we use a method inspired by DOM-Q-Net, where we have incorporated its applicable
components.
3.2

Existing Datasets

In the literature, there is a surprising scarcity of datasets suitable for web element prediction and
representation learning. The World-of-bits [33] (WoB) environment, particularly its minimalistic
variant Mini-WoB, is useful for task solving over the web using reinforcement learning. Mini-WoB
aims to offer controlled interfaces as a playground for agents and thus does not provide the same level
of complexity encountered on the Internet, with its adverts, recommendations, menus, normal styling
elements or page sizes. These interfaces measure only 160 × 160 pixels, and on average, contain 112
lines of HTML/CSS/JavaScript and are therefore not representative of webpages encountered in real
life. Although the WoB environment can be set up to interact with live pages, it still lacks a source of
ground truth and needs expensive data collection efforts.
Other related publicly available datasets exist, which contain realistic pages that are useful for web
content extraction and page classification. The L3Sdataset can be used for boilerplate detection. It was
gathered in 2008 and consists of 621 English Google News articles from 408 different websites [17].
4

Text segments in these pages have been manually annotated as for instance boilerplate, headline,
full-text, and comments. Another dataset is the 4 Universities Data Set from the WebKB project [8].
This dataset was collected from computer science departments of various US universities in 1997. It
contains 8, 282 pages that are grouped by university and are manually classified into page types such
as course page and department page. A more recent dataset for extraction tasks is the Weir dataset [2],
which contains pages from 40 websites across the domains soccer players, stock quotes, books, and
video games, with between 50 and 2, 700 pages per website. Finally, the SWDE dataset [12], used by
the authors of FreeDOM, contains 124, 291 individual webpages collected from 80 websites. This
dataset only contains labels for leaf nodes that contain text.
The lack of complexity of MiniWOB and the limited number of domains in the content extraction
datasets, unfortunately, limit our ability to train realistic representations for pages encountered
at commercial websites. The Product Page Dataset, introduced here, improves on some of these
limitations by providing a large number of webpages sampled from a more diverse diverse set
of websites—8, 175 merchants from several different geographical markets. This novel dataset
also contains labels posing more varied learning challenges for prediction algorithms. We believe
that the Product Page Dataset’s variety of both webpage structures and labels provides significant
improvements over state-of-the-art datasets for benchmarking of algorithms on prediction and, more
generally, learning representations tasks targeting webpages. The Product Page Dataset is described
in more detail in Section 5.

4

Representation Algorithms for DOM tree Elements

In this section, we present the graph neural networks that we employ for learning representations
of web page elements. The considered models represent three important GNN families, specifically recurrent, convolutional and attention-based networks. From these families, we compared 10
embedding architectures which we now detail and then evaluate in the simulation section.
4.1

GCN-Mean

The first model we consider is a multi-layer GCN model inspired by GraphSage [11] and PinSage [37].
(`)
Each convolutional layer `, computes the embedding of the current node, v, as zv based on the local
encoding and an average encoding h(`) of its immediate neigborhood N (v). In our implementation,
the SAMPLEp procedure samples each node from N (v) without replacement with a fixed probability
p. The embedding is obtained according to the following:

(`−1)
h(`)
+ bl ), u ∈ SAMPLEp (N (v))} ,
v = AVG {ReLU(Vl zu

(`−1)
(1)
k(`)
, h(`)
v = ReLU Wl · CONCAT(zv
v ) + w` ,
(`)
(`)
z(`)
v = kv / kv

2

,
(0)

(0)

where Vl , Wl , bl and wl are the trainable weight matrices for convolution layer ` and zi = xi
(`)
(`)
for all i. We use the same dimension for the encodings hv and kv . Encoding size, embedding
size, sampling probability p, and total number of layers are tunable hyperparameters. By stacking K
convolution layers, information can be propagated from K-hop neighborhoods.
4.2

The TransformerEncoder

This model consists of a single-layer multi-headed attention encoder stack [36] fed with a sequence
consisting of the features xv of the local node, v, stacked with the features xu of its neighbors
u ∈ N (v). The embedding zv of node v is then extracted as the first element (here, at index 0) of the
sequence Hv computed by the transformer encoder stack:

Hv = TransformerEncoder STACK xv , {xu , u ∈ N (v)} ,
(2)
zv = Hv [0]
In our implementation, the number of heads in the encoder and the embedding size are tunable
hyperparameters. As the elements in the DOM tree do not have an obvious natural ordering, we did
not use positional encodings. In fact, how to effectively encode positional information for elements
in DOM trees is the focus of ongoing research.
5

4.3

Tree-LSTMs

We consider four tree-based LSTM models. They all revolve around a standard LSTM cell [13] and
are characterized by how the input sequence is constructed from the DOM tree.
In the top-down model (LSTM-TD), the embedding zD
v of node v is the last element of the LSTM
encoding of the path from the root to node v: each unit receives hidden and cell states from its parent,
according to
D
D
D
hD
v , cv = LSTM(xv , hParent(v) , cParent(v) ),

D
zD
v = hv .

(3)

where LSTM(x, h, c) denotes a standard LSTM cell with input x, hidden state h and cell state c. Cell
and hidden states were initialized as zero for the root node.
In the bottom-up model (LSTM-BU), we consider the child-sum tree-LSTM algorithm [34]. Here,
the sequence is defined recursively from the leaves to each node v. At each node, the hidden state is
the sum of the hidden states of the children, and the cell state is computed based on the cell states of
the children, with one forget gate per child state.
 U

U
U
hU
,
v , cv = ChildSumLSTM xv , {hu , u ∈ C(u)} , cu , u ∈ C(u)
(4)
U
U
zv = hv
To account for more context when computing the element embeddings, we combined the bottom-up
and top-down approaches into a bidirectional model (LSTM-Bi) where the embeddings are the
D
U
concatenation of the embeddings computed by the two previous models, zB
v = CONCAT(zv , zv ).
In this case, the weights in the top-down and the bottom-up components are trained simultaneously.
Finally, we considered a global bidirectional model (LSTM-BiE) that computes node representations
based on the whole DOM-tree [7]. This method has three steps. First, a bottom-up representation zU
v
is calculated for each node v. Second, this representation is then used as the input to a top-Down
architecture that gives a representation zE
v for each node v:
E
U
E
E
hE
v , cv = LSTM(zv , hParent(v) , cParent(v) ),

E
zE
v = hv .

(5)

Third, the two representations are concatenated into a final representation for the node zBiE
=
v
U
CONCAT(zE
v , zv ). Also, in this case, the weights in both components are trained simultaneously.
GCN-GRU: This model is inspired by the local embedding module in the DOM-Q-Net algorithm [15].
Here, the encoding of node v is computed by feeding a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) with the local
features of the node and an average encoding of the neighborhood of the node; then, the embedding
is computed with a transformation of the local encoding hv and the input features:

hv = GRU xv , AVG {Vxu + b, u ∈ N (u)} ,
(6)
zv = W · CONCAT(xv , hv ) + w,
where V, b, W, and w, are trained together with the parameters of the GRU.
4.4

FreeDOM

We adapt the state of the art FreeDOM architecture from [20]. FreeDOM is a two-stage method where
a neural network model first computes node embeddings based on local and contextual information
(based on both text and HTML), and then uses embedding distances and semantic relatedness between
node pairs in the second stage. It is worth mentioning that, in the original implementation, the authors
perform a filtering step where templates common to multiple webpages are identified and used to
substantially reduce the number of nodes that are considered by the model. In our case, this is not
possible due to the fact that the pages we consider do not, in general, come from the same set of
websites. With that being said, FreeDOM could potentially be at a disadvantage to the other models
since it does not perfectly suit our application and the Product Page Dataset. However, the authors set
out to learn site-invariant feature representations and found that FreeDOM could generalize well to
unseen websites without additional human effort. Therefore, we believe that we can include it in our
representation learning comparison.
6

Figure 2: A sample webpage in our dataset with 748 nodes. The labeled elements are surrounded by
red boxes. (1) is the buy button, (2) is the cart button, (3) is the image, (4) is the price and (5) is the
product name.

5

The Product Page Dataset

The Product Page Dataset was collected over several months spanning from 2018 to 2019 and contains
51, 701 individual product pages selected among 8, 175 distinct e-commerce merchants, conveniently
split into training and test sets such that no merchant appears in both. An overview of the statistics of
the dataset can be seen in Table 1.
Each page contains 5 labeled elements, 2 corresponding to action elements (buy button and cart
button) and 3 corresponding to information elements (product price, product name, and product
image). These labels have been manually placed on every webpage by human analysts. In our
experiments, we also consider a 6-th more abstract label: the subject node—defined as the lowest
common ancestor of all other labels. An example webpage from our dataset can be found in Figure 2.
Our choice of labels provides the added benefit of benchmarking across varied tasks: identification of
action elements (the buy and cart buttons), and information retrieval tasks which require algorithms to
consider different amounts of contextual information; for instance, identifying the subject node should
require substantially more contextual information, as the node itself contains almost no information
regarding its semantic meaning, compared to other elements.

Table 1: An overview of the Product Page Dataset.
market

language

DE
US
GB
FI
AT
SE
NO
NL

German
English
English
Finnish
German
Swedish
Norwegian
Dutch

Total

# websites

# webpages

median # nodes/page

2, 941
1, 794
1, 360
1, 125
899
619
180
130

16, 765
11, 003
11, 144
5, 623
1, 316
4, 866
852
132

1, 391
1, 394
1, 291
779
1, 499
1, 450
1, 477
1, 628

8, 175

51, 701

1, 308
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Note that the Product Page Dataset is substantially more diverse than the SWDE [12] dataset, both in
terms of variety of labels but most notably in terms of diversity of DOM tree structures. Our dataset
contains templates from 8, 175 domains, compared to the 80 domains present in SWDE. Furthermore,
each page in our dataset is saved as an MHTML file which contains all images and assets required to
re-render the page. Therefore, our dataset is suitable also for computer vision approaches.
5.1

Collection Procedure and Potential Biases

The analysts were given a set of instructions during the labeling process, which guided and potentially
biased the data collection procedure. First, they obtained a list of e-commerce domain names. This
list of domains was biased towards popular e-commerce merchants. Then, for every e-commerce
website, they were asked to identify a small number of webpages corresponding to physical products.
The exact number depended on the market; see Table 1.
The analysts were also instructed to select products that were in stock and to avoid picking product
pages with configuration fields (e.g., color and size). This second instruction was unrelated to our
prediction task. Once on a product page, they would label the elements corresponding to the product
price, name, and image, as well as the cart and buy buttons by clicking on them on the rendered
HTML using an in-house developed tool. The tool rendered the pages in a mobile viewport using an
iPhone X device agent. This means that mobile versions of pages are over-represented, though not all
domains render differently for mobile browsers.

6

Experiments

The goal of our experiments is to determine how well the methods described in Section 4 leverage
information concerning the class of a few important nodes that are dispersed throughout the rest
of the DOM tree of a page. We consider four LSTM-based embedders (LSTM-TD, LSTM-BU,
LSTM-Bi, LSTM-BiE), the mean-pooled GCN model (GCN-Mean), the GRU based GCN inspired
by DOM-Q-Net (GCN-GRU), and the transformer-encoder embedder (TE). For comparison, we also
present the results of the FreeDOM embedder with the features defined in [20], as well as an extended
version (FreeDOM-ext) which also uses the style features used by our other embedders, described
below. All the embedders were followed by a single-layer fully connected neural network acting as a
classifier. For context, we also present the results of a 2-layer, Fully Connected Network (FCN) that
uses the same input features as the rest of the models and thus acts as a context-oblivious baseline.
Local node features: For each node, we define a set of style features which includes the bounding
box of the elements as rendered on the page, the font weight, the font size, the number of images
contained within the subtree, the visibility, and the HTML tag. For the FreeDOM-specific, pre-trained,
NLP features described in [20], we use the Spacy2 [14] library. To gauge the impact of textual features,
we perform an experiment in Section 6.2 where we augment the features with pre-trained embeddings
computed using the Universal Sentence Encoder3 [3]. The implementation of FreeDOM stays the
same during this experiment as it already uses text.
6.1

Training Procedure

From each DOM tree, we randomly sampled 5 labeled and 10 unlabeled nodes. We minimized
a cross-entropy training objective using the Adam optimizer. During training, we tracked model
losses on the training and validation sets and saved the model that achieved the lowest validation loss.
We trained the models on the classification task as a proxy for the prediction task. This is because
formulating a cost function for the prediction task is a topic of ongoing research, as mentioned in
Section 2.
For the experiments in the paper, we ensured that all hyper-parameters were optimised on this problem
setting. For FreeDOM, we used the hyper-parameters provided by the original paper since our setting
is very similar. For the TreeLSTM-based algorithms, we used the results of the hyper-parameter
tuning in [7]. We then performed hyper-parameter tuning on GCN-mean (PinSage/GraphSage
adaptation), GCN-GRU (the DOM-Q-net adaptation), FCN and the TransformerEncoder. We tuned
2
3

v2.3.5 en_core_web_sm https://spacy.io/models/en (accessed 27 May 2021)
Version 4, https://tfhub.dev/google/universal-sentence-encoder/4 (accessed 26 May 2021)
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these particular algorithms since we have adapted and applied them to a substantially different setting
than what they were originally designed for.
In the tuning procedure, we performed a grid-search over values found in the
SOURCE / HYPERPARAMETER _ GRIDS folder4 , measuring the predictive performance on the
validation set. The best performing hyper-parameter set was then used for training and obtaining the
results in our experiments. To prevent unreasonable compute times, we performed this step on a
subset of the Product Page Dataset containing 2, 000 data points (not the entire 10, 000 used in the
experiments) over 75 epochs. We used the R AY T UNE [19] library for this step.
6.2

Performance Comparison

In this experiment, we train all methods based on the training procedure described in Section 6.1 on a
subset of the Product Page Dataset containing 10, 000 pages from English-speaking markets. We did
not train the models on the entire dataset because the LSTM models, mainly LSTM-BiE, LSTM-Bi
and LSTM-TD, are very computationally expensive. We only used pages from English markets in
order to use a pre-trained text embedder based on a well-known approach, and we could not find
such an embedder that supported all of the languages in our dataset. Additionally, it offers a more
level playing field to the state-of-the-art FreeDOM architecture, which relies on page text and was
originally tested on English websites. After training the models, we evaluate them by measuring their
classification and prediction performance on a held-out test set.
6.2.1

Evaluation of Classification Performance

After training the models we measure their classification performance. During the classification task,
a model is given five labeled and five unlabeled nodes, together with their model-specific contexts,
from every webpage in the test set. We summarize these results by calculating an F1 score, a precision
and a recall metric for all models over all labels on a test set with 6, 706 pages from merchants not
present in the training set. The precision and recall metrics can be found in the Appendix in Table
2. We present the F1 score results in two different settings in Figure 3. In the first setting (depicted
by solid bars), all models use the style features as inputs (except for FreeDOM, which also uses the
text of the page). Using dashed bars, we show the performance of the models when using the text
present in the element in addition to the style features. On average, all models, with the exception
of FreeDOM without style features, achieve F1 scores well above 0.9. As mentioned in Section 2,
the classification task is used as a proxy for the prediction task. However, the classification task is
different from and significantly easier than the prediction task. Thus the prediction performance is
worse compared to the classification performance, see Section 6.2.2. Since the classification F1 score
is close to 1, it could suggest that our training procedure is close to reaching its ceiling. Still, as we
will show in Section 6.2.2, the prediction performance has only exhibited a fraction of the accuracy
seen on the classification task. Thus, future research could explore new approaches for training on
the prediction task to improve the predictive accuracy.
6.2.2

Evaluation of Predictive Accuracy

The trained models were also evaluated based on their predictive performance. To measure predictive
accuracy, each trained model was used to classify all nodes on every webpage in a test set. The node
that achieved the highest predicted probability for each class was selected as the predicted node of
that class; in doing this, we used the knowledge that there is only a single labeled node per class
in each page. We then compared the predictions against the ground truth labels and calculated a
prediction accuracy for each class. Note that the task of predicting elements on a page is substantially
more difficult than the classification task the models were trained on, where we would show our
models an element and ask it to provide a label. In the prediction task, the algorithms are asked to
select a single node out of the thousands comprising each page that have the potential to confuse our
models.
The prediction accuracy of the models evaluated on the same test pages that were used in Section
6.2.1, is presented in Figure 4. Here we again present the predictive accuracy for all models across
the 6 labels in the same two settings as described in Section 6.2.1.
4

The code, along with all the hyperparameters, is available at https://github.com/klarna/product-page-dataset.
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Figure 3: Classification F1 score of the models with (dashed bars) and without (solid bars) text
included in the local node features, shown for 6 different types of elements.

Predictive accuracy
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Figure 4: Predictive accuracy of the models with (dashed bars) and without (solid bars) text included
in the local node features, shown over the different prediction tasks.

From the results in Figure 4, the first thing we notice is that, when using style features only (full
bars), GCN-Mean achieves the highest average predictive accuracy by a relatively wide margin.
GCN-Mean consistently scores among the highest accuracy measurements for all tasks explored here.
LSTM-BiE, FreeDOM-ext, GCN-GRU and LSTM-BU all show similar average performance. It is
worth noting that LSTM-BiE is substantially more computationally demanding than both GCN-Mean
and FreeDOM-ext.
When adding text features (dashed bars), GCN-Mean still has the highest average predictive accuracy.
There are also tasks for which predictive accuracy is lowered by the addition of text features (most
notably, LSTM-TD on the subject node task). The highest gain in predictive accuracy is seen for
LSTM-BU.
6.3

The Impact of Text and Other Contextual Information on the Page

From the experiments, we have noticed that adding more contextual information, i.e. information not
present in the local features of the target node, to the algorithms can improve their performance for
certain tasks.
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For all tasks, the performance of FCN represents an indicator of the importance of context: the gap
between the best model and the FCN for each class is a lower bound on the gain that can be achieved
for that specific task when using contextual information. With this in mind, it is possible to identify
tasks where contextual information is more important (e.g., the identification of the subject node
which, in and of itself, does not contain much information and needs context to be identified since it is
defined by its relationship to other salient nodes in the tree), and less important (e.g., the identification
of the buy button, which seems to contain sufficient information to be correctly identified based on
local features only). Another interesting observation is that LSTM-BiE outperforms LSTM-Bi on all
tasks; this indicates that processing all context from the page leads to improved accuracy.
One important note is that algorithms attempting to exploit side-information (from context or text)
show worse performance when this information is irrelevant to the task. We can observe this decrease
in performance when GCN-Mean, GCN-GRU, even FCN attempt to exploit text when predicting
the picture. LSTM-TD shows much worse performance with text than without since it attempts to
exploit text from nodes above the subject node, which is usually close to the root of the DOM tree
and hence none of the nodes in the considered sequence are likely to have text. Similarly, LSTM-BU
without text shows substantially worse performance than the FCN baseline on the price prediction
task: it attempts to use context from deeper nodes in the DOM tree, but price nodes are usually
leaves, so this context is irrelevant, even confusing for parents of price nodes. This observed variety
in performances indicates that the chosen labels require varied levels of contextual information to
be taken into account when making predictions. It further points towards the Product Page Dataset
presenting algorithms with a comprehensive set of challenges that not all architectures are able to
easily overcome.

6.4

Accuracy over Amount of Training Data

In this experiment, we aim to check how the predictive performance of the proposed methods increases
as they are allowed to train on more data. Our goal is to verify whether any of the algorithms show
signs of performing substantially better as the training set grows. If this were the case, it would suggest
the further experiments should be run using a larger training set. We therefore trained the models on 5
subsets from the Product Page Dataset increasing in size by powers of 2, from 128 to 2048 DOM trees
and an additional 6-th dataset containing the 10, 0000 webpages in the previous experiment. Each
model was trained with fixed hyperparameters, all models use internal representations of size 150, for
50 epochs on every dataset, on only the local style features. The average predictive performance over
the 6 labels of each model over the 6 datasets of increasing sizes is displayed in Figure 5. Here, again
we see that, among the best performing algorithms, GCN-M EAN also exhibits the largest accuracy
gain from adding more data. This raises our confidence that convolutional neural networks are worth
considering in more detail for web prediction tasks.

Predictive accuracy
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.4
.2

27
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GCN-GRU

29

210
211
Training dataset size
LSTM-B I E
FCN

F REE DOM- EXT
LSTM-TD

212

213

TE
LSTM-B I

Figure 5: The predictive accuracy of each algorithm trained on datasets of increasing size.
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7

Limitations

We acknowledge that our study has several limitations.
Demanding ground truth. One shortcoming of the experiments is that far from all elements have
a ground truth label. We only have one label per class per page, which causes results to be slightly
pessimistic. In reality, a click event on several elements comprising the buy button (e.g. the button
itself and the label containing the button text) could generate the same result. All such predictions are
acceptable responses in practice. The single label per element type issue limits the number of positive
training examples in the training set and furthermore increases the difficulty of the prediction task.
While this results in a lower overall accuracy than what would be otherwise achieved in practice, it
should not affect the comparison between methods: they are all subject to a prediction task of the
same difficulty.
Furthermore, comprehensively annotating a dataset of this size is very challenging and would require
substantial web-development knowledge and considerably more time spent per label. An approach
for mitigating the single labeled node issue would be to devise the evaluation based on node content.
Still, this is not appropriate for all action-elements. Also, it is unclear whether it would improve the
results, as this would highly depend on the content extraction heuristics.
Computational constraints. Due to computational limitations, we were unable to train LSTM-BiE
and LSTM-Bi with the text on the page as part of the input features on the datasets measuring 10, 000
pages. In addition, due to computational constraints, we consider further feature engineering and
hyperparameter tuning of the models as being beyond the scope of this paper. The features used are
relevant enough to offer valid insights into the algorithms’ expected performance and that we offered
equal footing to all algorithms when optimising their hyperparameters.
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Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we explore the potential of convolutional, recurrent, and attention-based graph neural
networks on the problem of webpage element representation learning. We then evaluate the quality
of these GNN embedders relative to state-of-the-art algorithms in a web element prediction task. The
purpose of the prediction task is to evaluate the embedders’ potential to generalize across different
labeling tasks and webpage templates. For this purpose, we introduce the Product Page Dataset a
new, large-scale, realistic dataset containing 51, 701 e-commerce product pages belonging to 8, 175
merchants with labels that pose different types of challenges. We use our dataset in a well-rounded
evaluation of 10 candidate neural network architectures, including those of the state-of-the-art DOM
tree node prediction algorithms FreeDOM and GCN-GRU.
Our experiments highlight the under-explored potential of the GCN-Mean algorithm for DOM tree
node representation learning. They furthermore expose the impact of factoring in natural language
text and page context on predictive performance, and how in practice, careful consideration needs to
be given to these aspects.
For future work, we defer experiments on the full Product Page Dataset considering several languages,
as well as allowing algorithms that make use of page screenshots. The latter aspect requires further
method development to reliably allow for integrating visual features, which goes beyond the scope
of this paper. The relevance of feature engineering is made clear in the performance gap between
FreeDOM and FreeDOM-ext, as well as the impact of text on accuracy. We leave further study of
which features represent the best base for general DOM tree representation learning for future work.
In order to improve the Product Page Dataset by further increasing its diversity, future efforts will
target the addition of other types of pages likely to be encountered on e-commerce websites, such as
category pages or populated cart pages.
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Appendix

9.1

Classification and Predictive Performance

This section details the predictive performance of all the models evaluated in Section 6.2.2. The
accuracies displayed in the upper part of Table 3 correspond to the performance of the models trained
without text as a local feature (i.e. solid bars in Figure 4). In the lower part of the Table the local
text has been embedded and added to the feature set of each local node (i.e. dashed bars in Figure 4).
Note that the implementation of FreeDOM and FreeDOM-ext uses text in both the text and non-text
experiments, and therefore the results remain unchanged.
From the classification task in Section 6.2.1, we also provide additional precision and recall metrics
for all model over all labels in Table 6.2.2. The classification performance without text is presented
in the upper table and with text in the lower table.
Table 2: Classification accuracy (Precision/Recall) where the text is added as a feature in the lower
table.
LSTM-B I
LSTM-B I E
GCN-GRU
F REE DOM
F REE DOM- EXT
FCN
LSTM-TD
TE
GCN-M EAN

LSTM-BU-T
GCN-GRU-T
F REE DOM
F REE DOM- EXT
FCN-T
LSTM-TD-T
TE-T
GCN-M EAN -T

buy button

cart button

product image

name

price

subject node

avg.

.91/.95
.97/.92
.95/.92
.80/.93
.95/.95
.96/.91
.94/.93
.91/.94
.97/.90

.92/.95
.95/.89
.93/.86
.45/.88
.92/.88
.94/.81
.93/.86
.90/.94
.96/.80

.89/.94
.92/.85
.90/.88
.50/.43
.89/.90
.91/.80
.90/.83
.88/.91
.94/.85

.93/.89
.92/.91
.90/.90
.91/.88
.97/.95
.89/.91
.92/.91
.92/.90
.93/.92

.85/.90
.90/.86
.89/.85
.86/.88
.96/.94
.83/.88
.90/.85
.84/.93
.93/.84

.96/.91
.96/.96
.95/.93
.96/.33
.92/.91
.93/.94
.94/.90
.95/.91
.97/.91

.95/.95
.95/.95
.94/.94
.84/.82
.95/.95
.93/.93
.94/.94
.95/.95
.94/.94

buy button

cart button

product image

name

price

subject node

avg.

.92/.98
.95/.97
.80/.93
.95/.95
.95/.96
.93/.97
.93/.97
.98/.96

.92/.95
.91/.94
.45/.88
.92/.88
.91/.95
.93/.94
.90/.88
.96/.90

.88/.92
.88/.93
.50/.43
.89/.90
.86/.92
.87/.93
.89/.89
.95/.78

.97/.94
.98/.92
.91/.88
.97/.95
.97/.96
.97/.93
.96/.94
.98/.95

.92/.92
.91/.92
.86/.88
.96/.94
.87/.94
.92/.90
.85/.96
.95/.89

.95/.93
.94/.95
.96/.33
.92/.91
.92/.96
.93/.91
.96/.93
.98/.94

.96/.96
.96/.96
.84/.82
.95/.95
.95/.95
.95/.95
.95/.95
.96/.96
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Table 3: Predictive accuracy of the models shown over the different prediction tasks. In the lower
table, the text is added to the local node features.
LSTM-B I
LSTM-B I E
GCN-GRU
F REE DOM
F REE DOM- EXT
FCN
LSTM-TD
TE
GCN-M EAN

LSTM-BU-T
GCN-GRU-T
F REE DOM
F REE DOM- EXT
FCN-T
LSTM-TD-T
TE-T
GCN-M EAN -T

buy button

cart button

product image

name

price

subject node

avg.

.720
.773
.775
.379
.840
.786
.714
.708
.772

.570
.596
.576
.061
.588
.530
.512
.468
.616

.466
.503
.400
.020
.343
.320
.424
.322
.594

.693
.724
.700
.645
.835
.702
.696
.734
.778

.483
.546
.504
.245
.728
.575
.523
.604
.659

.656
.702
.462
.334
.479
.433
.584
.579
.835

.598
.641
.569
.281
.635
.558
.575
.569
.709

buy button

cart button

product image

name

price

subject node

avg.

.897
.837
.379
.840
.862
.856
.814
.911

.645
.620
.061
.588
.615
.559
.495
.671

.423
.373
.020
.343
.277
.438
.369
.497

.733
.791
.645
.835
.835
.771
.787
.811

.563
.607
.245
.728
.616
.586
.611
.653

.552
.514
.334
.479
.435
.390
.619
.855

.636
.624
.281
.635
.607
.600
.616
.733
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